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Abstract
Robots are typically thought of as autonomous devices which require little to no
human interaction to complete their goals. In this study we investigated what would
happen if the success of a robot was contingent upon its interaction with a human. How
do we leverage humans to make robots more intelligent, efficient and successful? Is it
worth it to involve human heavily in the goals of a system? This thesis we presents a
method for the creation of a physical agent to facilitate interaction and documentary
gathering within a ubiquitous media framework as a method for studying human-
dependent systems. We built a robot and sent it out to autonomously capture stories
about its environment. The robot had a specific story capture goal and leveraged humans
to attain that goal. The robot gathered a ist person view of stories unfolding in real life. We
evaluated this agent by way of determining "complete" vs. "incomplete" interactions.
"Complete" interactions were those that generated viable and interesting videos, which
could be edited together into a larger narrative. It was found that 30% of the interactions
captured were "complete" interactions. Results suggested that changes in the system
would only produce incrementally more "complete" interactions, as external factors like
natural bias or busyness of the user come into play. The types of users who encountered
the robot were fairly polar; either they wanted to interact or did not - very few partial
interactions went on for more than 1 minute. Users who partially interacted with the robot
were found to treat it rougher than those who completed the full interaction. It was also
determined that this type of limited-interaction system is best suited for short-term
interactions. At the end of the study, a movie was produced from the videos captured,
proving that they were viable for story-making.
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Chapter i
Introduction
i.i Motivation
Robots are typically thought of as autonomous devices which require little to no
human interaction to complete their goals. In this study we investigated what would
happen if the success of a robot was contingent upon its interaction with a human. How
do we leverage humans to make robots more intelligent, efficient and successful? Is it
worth it to involve human heavily in the goals of a system? One system type in which we
saw room for such improvements was media capture. Currently, distributed media
capture systems, such as security cameras, are typically passive, and don't actively engage
their subjects or try to actively extract a narrative or documentary from them. Aside from
simple panning/tilting, most ubiquitous media capture facilities also tend to be restricted
to fixed viewpoints. For example, systems such as the Media Lab's ubiquitous media
portals can only capture stationary 3rd person views of the environment [i]. While this
may work for many situations, a mobile system node would allow for first person capture
of narrative content and dynamic sensor placement. If a human is actively engaged in the
capture loop, a more intelligent capture system can be implemented that may be more
effective at generating meaningful documentaries, provided the user can be somehow
persuaded to help the system achieve its goal.
1.2 Purpose and Goals
The purpose of this thesis was to create a physical agent to facilitate interaction
and documentary gathering within a ubiquitous media framework as a method for
studying human-dependent systems. We built a robot that had a goal of actively capturing
a story about its environment and the people within it. That is, that the robot had a
specific story capture goal and leveraged its mobility and interactivity together with the
capabilities of the ubiquitous sensor network to achieve that goal. This device also allowed
for an active first person view that many distributed media capture systems don't enable.
It can also reach areas that 3rd person systems do not cover by its inherent mobility. In
these blind areas the robot either recorded data there or prompted others to move it to an
area where sensors are active. The novel approach to this system is that it brings activities
of interest to the area where they can be most effectively captured by leveraging human
empathy and interaction. Through this empathy and interaction this engagement
encouraged the person interacting with the robot to share their story, in a meaningful
way. We evaluated the effectiveness of different forms of interaction which were
developed on the robot platform. This interaction design and testing in real world
scenarios was the focus of this thesis. The robot acts as a facilitator to coax those who
may not initially be inclined to interact with the system to share their stories. The
documentary created started on the small scale, at the immediate level of the person
interacting with the robot, and expanded through that interaction to encompass stories
from others who subsequently encounter the robot.
A narrative "thread" followed the robot through its interactions and path of story
goal achievement. Through this, we can see how the robot's users are connected within
the story line, through the robot's interactions. This provides a way to incorporate social
interaction within the framework of ubiquitous media systems. This system is the first we
know of that has the specific goal of actively capturing a documentary within a ubiquitous
media environment by leveraging human intelligence, interaction and emotion. This novel
approach created a rich story capture system within and outside of ubiquitous media
frameworks.
The goals of this thesis were to study the best interaction scenarios and methods
with which to leverage human interactions into the creation of stories. This was to be
accomplished in several ways. The system was evaluated through user trials. These trials
were run with multiple participants interacting with the robots as they roam an area. The
users would be random as the robot found them, and would not have knowledge of the
robot beforehand. The criterion to be met for the system to be a success was the quality of
narrative extraction from users and success of interactions. The interaction between the
users and the robot was logged and conclusions were to be drawn from this interaction as
to which type of interaction is most successful for a particular documentary capture
scenario.
More specifically, the types of interactions and documentary capture types that
were to be evaluated are as follows:
Interactions:
* Emotion (sympathy, humor) - The robot will act in a helpless or funny
manor asking people to intervene.
* Gaming -The robot is part of a game in which people can participate.
" Simple instructions - The robot provides instructions to the user to carry
out.
Documentary Capture Types:
* Interview (personal) - The robot gathers personal documentaries from
those it interacts with.
* Location (public) - The robot gathers documentaries about a particular
location through people.
* Social (inter-personal) - The robot gathers documentaries about social
connections.
Quality of Interaction:
* Interaction length - How long the user interacted with the robot.
* Story quality - How well did the user share a story with the robot.

Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Related Work
2.1.1 Human-Robot Interaction
Almost every robot developed and deployed must interact with humans in some
way. Robots can interact with humans on several levels, which can range from minimal
maintenance interaction to interaction mimicking that of a person to person conversation.
The robot interaction must be custom fit to the particular robot task and goal set. One
might not want their industrial robot to talk back to them, but having a voice may be
essential to robots in non-formal and social contexts. If the interaction is ill-fit to the
particular task, the robot may not be able to carry out its functions and goals effectively, if
at all. This thesis dealt with robots based in the higher interaction category. This category
involves robots which interact with humans on a social level, so called "sociable robots".
Sociable robots can be defined as robots which leverage social interactions and
cues in order to attain the internal goals of the robot [2]. Sociable robots interact with
humans on their own terms, having to respect social norms and behaviors, those who
interact with the robot need to identify and empathize with the robot. Sociable robots
usually are anthropomorphic, having features the user can empathize and identify with
[31. An example of a sociable robot is the Nexi robot at the MIT Media Lab. This robot has
human features and a voice to communicate with the user (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: An example of a sociable robot. Nexi MDS robot developed at the MIT
Media Lab.
It is sometimes dangerous not to consider the human aspect when developing an
agent for a system. Take for example "The interactive museum tour-guide robot"
experiment [41. The team developing the system did not take into account how humans
would react to the robot. They released their huge garbage-can like robot into a museum,
with the intent to lead people around. However, they found that simply having the robot
issue instructions to the users did not make them comply. For example, when the robot
needed to move, it would check for a clear path and travel through that path.
Problematically, the robot would be surrounded by humans most of the time, having no
clear path. The researchers eventually added a voice asking people to move out of the way.
However, once one person moved, another stepped in their place to take a look at the
interesting robot. Finally, when they added a happy and sad face to the robot (the robot
being sad when it could not move) people would move out of the robot's way to avoid
upsetting it [41. This clearly demonstrated that the interaction of a robot with its users is
as important as any internal programming or engineering considerations for goal
achievement.
Robots which require humans to complete their goals are what we call "human-
dependent". Systems which are human-dependent require a mechanism to motivate
humans to interact with the system. We believed that if an interaction with a robot is
interesting and mimics social interactions, we would be able to more effectively carry out
the goals of our system. In fact, the success of our robot is contingent upon humans
interacting with it.
2.1.2 Leveraging Humans
An example of a system which leverages human mobility to move sensor nodes to
specific locations is the "Parasitic Mobility" system. The "Parasitic Mobility" system relied
on humans and other vehicles to spread sensor "parasites" to various locations (see Figure
2.2) [5]. The system latched onto the subject or created an instruction for them to carry
out in order to leverage their mobility. The system also explored a symbiotic approach as a
contrast to the parasitic mechanism. This "symbiotic mobility" approach attempted to
offer the user utility for carrying out an action for the system. For example, the device
would change color or change in some other interesting manor in exchange for the human
completing an action (see Figure 2.3). This feedback was accomplished in several ways,
such as if the user took the device to a wrong location, the device would buzz and vibrate
annoyingly encouraging users to put the node down. This system differed from our system
in that it does not have a story capture goal. It had a goal of moving the sensor node to a
location of interest, whereas our system moves both the person and the robot to the
location where the best capture can occur. Our system also had the ability to move on its
own; if there are no users to interact with in the current space, it can seek out a new area.
Figure 2.2: A sensor node which utilizes parasitic mobility.
Figure 2.3: A sensor node which uses symbiotic mobility, along with its instruction
tag.
An example of a mobile platform that relies upon human sympathy for goal
attainment is the "tweenbot". The tweenbot study was a major inspiration for this research
and the development of the "Boxie" robot used in this thesis. The tweenbot is a robot
shaped cardboard device that rolls in a straight line. Attached to it, is a flag with the
device's goal written on it. The device is set in a public place with the hopes of attaining
the goal written on it. Since it only travels in a straight line, it completely relies on human
intervention to achieve its goal. It was found that simply having the robot look lost and
helpless encouraged those around it to help it towards its goal.
"The results were unexpected. Over the course of the following months, throughout
numerous missions, the Tween bots were successful in rolling from their start point to their
far-away destination assisted only by strangers." [6]
The tweenbot differs from Boxie in that the tweenbot's only goal was to travel
towards a location. It did not need mechanisms for extended interaction, as the extent of
the interaction was for the user to point the robot in the correct direction. The tweenbot
also did not produce anything from its interactions; it was simply a test to see if a device
could navigate leveraging the kindness of humans. The Boxie robot recorded its
interactions and extracted narrative from its users. A similar study was carried out by
Wiess et al. In "Robots Asking for Directions - The Willingness of Passers-by to Support" a
robot was put in a public area and was set to ask for directions. The robot interacted with
a combination of speech output and a touch screen. The robot would ask for directions to
a particular spot and users would point and input commands via the screen [7]. This
system attempted to use a higher level interaction scheme than that of the tweenbot.
There was little attention paid to the physical appearance of the robot, as it was assembled
from stock components and garbage-can-like (much like the museum robot discussed
earlier). This robot differs from the Boxie system in that it did not attempt to leverage
human sympathy to attain its goals. It also did not pull any content from the users - like
the tweenbot its main concern was to get to a location.
One robot which did produce a tangible output from its users was the "STB:
human-dependent sociable trash box". The robot, which was shaped like a trash can,
would rove around trying to elicit children to deposit trash in its receptacle. The robot
could not complete its goal on its own without the interaction of the children. The robot
utilized vocalizations and behaviors to try to elicit trash from the children. It was found
that the robot could achieve its goal if the robot was moved toward an area with trash by
the children [8].
2.1-3 Story Gathering
Systems which "story gather" attempt to pull stories out of the environment. They
will either passive or actively attempt to gather stories. A passive story gatherer is like a
security camera while an active story gatherer is like a reporter. Both types of story
gathering techniques have their advantages and disadvantages.
In "Dolltalk: A computational toy to enhance children's creativity" a tool for
encouraging children to tell and play-act stories was developed. The system used toys
embedded with sensors to interact with children. The children formed personal
connections with the toys, which encouraged them to tell stories. It was found that:
'Although children enjoyed the [story telling] activity, they appeared to need an
audience, as a goal for the story, but also as guidance through the interaction. "[9]
This confirms the importance of interaction in the story gathering process. It also
shows that a defined story goal is important in motivating story telling. Unlike the Boxie
robot, the dolls used in this study did not move or try to engage those which were not
immediately interacting with the device. This system was a hybrid of active and passive
story gathering methods. Another example of a device to encourage storytelling was the
Afghan Explorer developed at the Media Lab. This active "roving reporter" robot was
intended to roam battlefields to collect news stories in lieu of a human reporter. Being
that the robot was not human, the loss of the robot due to warfare would not have the
same impact as a human fatality [io]. This platform aimed to demonstrate the utility of
having an agent that could be independent of humans and gather stories on its own. This
platform did not attempt to leverage human mobility. Instead it was sent into war zones
with the hope that those who saw it would interact with it.
The network of sensor portals currently deployed at the Media Lab is an example
of a ubiquitous media capture system. Laibowitz's SPINNER application that's currently
running on the system passively captures events of interest when they occur. The
SPINNER application automatically creates video narratives based on sensor inputs. It
does this by leveraging the video-capturing Ubiquitous Media Portals distributed
throughout the lab (see Figure 2.4). Within the system, badges can be used to mark
participants within the range of the portal and record sensor data from their location. The
SPINNER application then uses this labeling to determine which media clips best fit a
specified narrative timeline, and assembles the clips accordingly to produce a video that
best fits the input "story" [i]. While this application provides the basis of this thesis and
supports it, it differs in several key aspects. Its current passiveness is not conducive to
interaction. Because deriving narratives from sensor data is very challenging, SPINNER
could only produce simple storylines such as action vs. inaction and social vs. non-social.
Furthermore, it does not take an active approach to documentary gathering, which is only
optimal for narratives in a 3rd person perspective. The Boxie robot augments and expands
the current ubiquitous media portal system, providing a new level of interaction, a first
person view and goal oriented story capture.
The SenseCam developed by Microsoft research is an example of a 1st person media
and sensor capture system [11]. The SenseCam device is a "Retrospective Memory Aid". It
consists of a still camera and sensor that is worn around the user's neck. The camera takes
pictures and logs sensor data throughout the day and saves them for later review. Much
like the SPINNER system, it relies on capture of events passively without interaction, and
does not have a particular story capture goal. It also is a personal and symbiotic device,
only capturing a story form one viewpoint.
Figure 2.4: Ubiquitous media capture portal.

Chapter 3
Interaction Design
3.1 Robot Design Considerations
The first step in the design of a sociable robot which leverages humans is to
consider the interaction with the user. There are several factors which determine the
success of such a system. The factors for our particular system were overall "cuteness",
interaction simplicity, appearance and behavior. The overall interaction paradigm for the
robot was that of an "active" story gathering robot. Bergstrdm et al. determined that an
active robot in a crowded public area (that of a shopping mall) was most successful in
eliciting interactions with passers-by if it took an active role in the human acquisition
process. It was also found that humans will adjust their positions in order to be "noticed"
by the face of the robot.
"One interesting observation, more related to human behavior, is that the test
subjects when standing seemed to adjust their positions in order to stand more face to face
with the robot if they felt like they were being noticed." [12]
The idea of a human being "noticed" was a central consideration in the interaction
design of the robot. To be noticed, the robot needed a face and a gaze. It also needed to
recognize the user and acknowledge their presence.
3.1.1 "Cuteness"
The main mechanism the robot uses to leverage humans is cuteness. Our
emotional reactions and empathy for cute things is hardwired into our brains through
evolution. The subject of cuteness has been long studied by evolutionary psychologists.
The reaction we have to cute things originates with the need to care for babies [13]. The
cuteness of babies motivates parents to care for and protect them. We used the cuteness
of the Boxie robot to draw users in and keep them engaged. The cuteness paradigm we
chose to use is that of the lost and helpless child. It was felt that if the robot was perceived
as a helpless and lost "child-bot" that user's instincts would engage and they would
interact with the robot until they were able to help it.
A major consideration was how to engage the user and keep them engaged. We
needed to be careful not to make it seem as though the robot was using cuteness to
exploit the user to achieve its own goals (even though that is the goal of the system).
...the rapidity and promiscuity of the cute response makes the impulse suspect,
readily overridden by the angry sense that one is being exploited or deceived." [14]
We avoided this pitfall by carefully molding the interaction with the robot to
gradually ask the user to work more for the system. The robot also interacted in a two way
fashion, giving the user something in-kind to their input. For example, when the user told
the robot something about them, the robot would tell it something about itself. With this
approach, we avoided the perception by the user that they were being used by the system,
making the interaction enjoyable and effective.
There are several factors which make something cute. Physical characteristics
include eye size, eye spacing and position, head size, body proportions. Behavior
characteristics include naivety, awkwardness, childish sounds, non-efficient locomotion
and helplessness [14-151. We evaluated these parameters by creating physical prototypes
and by testing various interaction scenarios.
3.1.2 Simplicity
Simple systems come with a myriad of benefits: low cost, low weight, less failure
points, easy to maintain, clean aesthetics etc... Every development step of Boxie had
simplicity in mind. The robot needed to be low cost, since the robot may be stolen. Its
weight had to be kept low in order for users to be able to pick it up comfortably. Failure
points had to be kept to a minimum and any failure had to be easily repairable. The
appearance had to be robust and likable. All of these factors led to a better interaction
experience for the user.
The interaction between the user and the robot was simple and intuitive. The
input for the user was in the form of two simple pushbuttons on the side of the robot's
head. One was green and the other was red (see Figure 3.1). The robot explained the
function of the buttons to the user at the appropriate time. Since there was only one mode
of input, the confusion for the user was kept at a minimum. Other inputs were
transparent to the user, they were inferred from reading sensors on the robot. These
included: Sensing people in the vicinity of the robot, sensing when the robot is picked up
and put down, sensing how far the user is from the robot, sensing the tilt of the robot and
sensing the location of the robot.
Button
Figure 3.1: Button input on the side of the robot's head.
The output of the robot consisted of two mechanisms. One was the movement of
the robot, the other was sound. The movement of the robot could be controlled in order
to convey information about the robot. The robot could become stuck to look helpless, or
look like it was searching for something to elicit help. The main output was the audio
system. This system allowed the robot to speak and play sounds. Keeping the output
systems simple allowed for a more understandable robot and kept distractions to a
minimum.
3-1.3 Appearance
Appearance is an important factor in addressing interactivity and usability of a
robot. Since the robot would be relying on its cuteness in order to leverage humans,
special care was taken in the design of its appearance. The overall aesthetic of the robot
was one of a box-shaped tracked robot. We chose this shape because of its simple lines
and familiar appearance. It is also a shape often associated with robots appearing in
science fiction. The first factor to be taken into consideration was the proportions of the
major components. The major components were the head, torso and tracks. A minimal
size for the components was determined by the largest internal components. The largest
internal components were the video camera and battery. The video camera, which was
mounted behind an eye, informed the height of the head. The battery mounted in the
bottom (for low center of gravity stability purposes) informed the width of the torso.
Starting from the minimum requirements, multiple designs were investigated.
SolidWorks was used as a modeling tool which allowed us to laser cut out of
cardboard physical prototypes. This rapid design and prototype processes allowed us to
evaluate multiple physical designs. The physical prototypes gave a better feel for the
cuteness of the robot that was not adequately represented on screen.
The physical characteristics of most importance included eye size, eye spacing and
position, head size, body proportions. The eyes of the robot were chosen to be large
circular eyes. Geldart et al. determined that figures with larger eye sizes were found to be
more attractive by both adults and children [16]. This eye geometry yielded the "cutest"
looking results in the prototypes. The eyes were set far apart and low on the head, making
the robot appear naive and young. The head was made large in relation to the torso, a 3:2
ratio was found to be most aesthetically pleasing. A short squat body was the most
childlike configuration. We considered how the user would hold the robot. The only way
to test how a user might approach holding the robot was to develop physical prototypes
and ask users to grasp the robot in the most natural way.
Multiple prototypes were designed, built and evaluated to find the best
combination of features and the best ratios. Figure 3.2 shows one of the first attempts to
design the robot's appearance. The treads and base were predetermined designs, so the
torso and head were the portions which were modified. In Figure 3.2 we can see a tall
square torso with a square head. In this initial design we fleshed out the general aesthetics
of the eyes, however the torso was not pleasing. The tall torso made the robot seem
unbalanced and unwieldy.
Figure 3.2: Robot with a square torso, square head. Initial design iteration in
SolidWorks.
The second iteration, shown in Figure 3.3 shows a modification of the head.
Instead of square, the head was tapered toward the back. The backward sweep made the
head appear more human like, this slight modification increased anthropomorphic
characteristics of the head.
Figure 3.4 introduces a pyramidal torso and Figure 3.5 shows other features such as
uneven eyes and antennae. However, this design in prototyping was found not
aesthetically pleasing and had issues with stability.
Figure 3-3: Robot with a tall square torso, trapezoidal head. The trapezoidal head
made the robot take on a more anthropomorphic appearance. This slight design
modification is an example of changes made after producing a physical prototype.
Figure 3.4: Robot with a pyramidal torso, trapezoidal head.
Figure 3-5: Robot with a pyramidal torso, square head, non-symmetrical eyes and
antennae.
Figure 3.6 shows a squat robot with a square head which eventually evolved into
the final prototype shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.6: Robot with a squat square torso, square head.
Figure 3.7 combines the short squat torso, large symmetrical eyes and the
trapezoidal head aspects of the other prototypes into one design. Taking the best features
of the other prototypes, we produced the final design.
Figure 3-7: Robot with a square squat torso, trapezoidal head.
Figure 3.8 shows a typical cardboard prototype of a design. The cardboard panels
were laser cut and assembled with glue to get a real word feel of the prototype. This
method was extremely valuable as the 3D rendering in SolidWorks did not fully represent
the aesthetic of the robot and 3D models on a 2D screen did not offer optimal perception
of the design. Having a tangible model to hold and move allowed us to better implement
future design iterations and quick find and fix problems.
Figure 3.8: Prototype of Figure 3.6, assembled from laser cut cardboard panels and
glue, set atop the tread base made from prefabricated treads and laser cut acrylic
base plates.
Originally, the intent was to make the robot out of translucent white acrylic.
However, after the acrylic shell was fabricated, the general consensus was that the
cardboard prototypes we had been producing looked "softer" and "more organic". The
acrylic shell appeared industrial and frightening (see Figure 3-9). In testing, it was also
found that the cardboard construction was more robust. This was due to the brittle nature
of acrylic verses the more forgiving cardboard (see section 4.1.3 for more discussion
regarding the mechanical design of the shell).
Figure 3.9: Acrylic robot fabricated.
Figure 3.10 shows the fully assembled robot, which is modeled in Figure 3.7. This
design was chosen as the best compromise of structural stability and aesthetic features.
Figure 3.io: Final robot design, fully assembled.
The way the user interacted with the robot was by picking it up and pressing
buttons. It was determined that putting the buttons on the side of the head would lead to
less false positives from robot movement pushing buttons. Also, with the buttons on the
side rather than the top of the head, a user would be less likely to randomly press a button
without interacting with the robot. Multiple configurations were tested to determine the
best way to pick up the robot. The original intent was to put a handle on top of the robot's
head. However, in testing it was determined that placing a handle in that position
encouraged to uses to hold the robot down at their side. This would put the robot in more
danger of striking an object or smashing into the user's hip. Therefore, it was decided to
make the bottom part of the robot's head graspable. This allowed the user to pick up the
robot by the head. This was a natural instinct for users, who either picked up the robot by
the head or by the tracks.
3.2 Capturing Stories
3-2.1 Behavior
Creating behavior which was "cute" was not as immediately apparent as designing
the physical appearance. The behavior of the robot needed to be scripted, just as an actor
would be. The particular behavior of the robot depended on its motive and its current
situation. Depending on the goal of the system, the robot modified its behavior to best
achieve the objective. The voice and movement of the robot were the main avenues to
represent behaviors.
Through movement, we could play with the personality of the robot dynamically.
Non-verbal behavior can express as much as and augment the content of verbal
communication [17]. Movement is an important factor for displaying expression in robot
with constrained appearances such as Boxie [18]. The nominal movement behavior of the
robot was to seek out people while getting stuck or lost. The robot was made to act naive
by appearing to not know where it was going. By appearing lost, people around the robot
would be compelled to help it, just as they would with a lost child or helpless animal.
When the robot got itself suck, its behavior was reminiscent of a wounded animal or a
child in need. For example, if the robot wedged itself in a corner or under an obstacle, it
squirmed around back and forth as if it is trapped. The robot would detect if it was stuck
by using its distance sensor and accelerometer. When the robot got itself suck, it would
raise slightly off the ground, which could be detected by an increase in acceleration due to
gravity and an increase in the robot to floor distance. It would wait to detect reflected
body heat or time-out in software and move again. When the robot came to a complicated
intersection, it moved back and forth as if it was searching or confused about what it
should do. This confusion led people to believe the robot was lost or helpless to find its
way. The robot slowed down before this behavior to mimic hesitance or fear of the path
ahead. When the robot sensed a human it stopped in the direction of the human and
motioned toward them, indicating that it would like to initiate a conversation. This
indication of conversational intent was an important factor in the capture of a human for
interaction [19].
Figure 3.11: Example of the robot getting itself stuck on an obstacle.
3-2.2 Scripting
The voice of the robot was of major concern, as it was the major output medium of
the robot. The success of the robot was contingent on the voice being clear and cute. The
script for the voice also included elements of naive thought and minimal knowledge.
Eckman et al. found that as voice pitch increased, the believability and trustworthiness of
the speaker increased [20]. It was also found that the intonation of the speech carried a
significant amount of information about the motivation of the agent speaking [171. The
voice actor we used for the robot was able to produce a high pitched childish female voice.
This combination produced the most optimal configuration for leveraging humans and
subjectively matched the appearance and behavior of the robot.
The type of story we chose to capture was the documentary. We crafted a script to
capture a story about the current place the robot was in. The voice of the robot was
scripted in such a way as to complete the robot's goals. Two scripts were produced and
implemented. One involved giving the user simple commands while the other added
personality and provided a two way conversation. The intent was to study the difference in
user responses in comparing the types of scripts implemented. In "Relational agents: a
model and implementation of building user trust" it was found that adding "small talk" to
the interaction paradigm of an embodied agent increased the user trust for that agent [21].
At the beginning and end of each script, the robot would make an edit point in the
internal camera. This separated the individual interactions inside the robot, effectively
pre-editing the footage. The start and stop of a segment is the most basic form of editing.
The first script we will discuss is the command based script (each new line represents a
pause in the voice actor's speech):
I need help
If you can help me
Press the green button on the side of my head
This was the first thing a user would hear when interacting with the robot. This
message played when the passive infrared sensor detected body heat, or when a button
was pressed. This phrasing was important because it had to be short and had to draw the
user in. The first line "I need help" implied to the user that the robot needed their
assistance. By asking for help, the robot made it appear that it needed a user and was not
simply an autonomous device. The second and third lines made it clear that the user was
empowered to help the robot, and by pressing the green button they acknowledged that
they can do something help the robot. It also provided a signal to the system that the
person whom the PIR detected may be willing to interact. This phrase also introduced the
robot's language, using "me" and "I". The purpose of this was to anthropomorphize the
interaction, making it seem like the robot was self aware.
Can you pick me up?
This question was more important than it may first appear. On a practical note,
the robot was short and needed to be brought up to eye level in order to conduct an
interview. More importantly, picking up the robot was a deliberate action which the user
must perform that shows the system sustained interaction. The act of picking up the robot
took more effort than pressing a button, hence represented a greater level of user-robot
interaction. It also created more of a physical connection with the user. The robot used its
sensors to detect when the user picked up the robot and continued its interaction after
that point.
Can you put me on a table?
The robot needed to be put somewhere where it could interview the user. The
sensors on the robot detected when the robot was placed on a surface and continued its
interaction after that point.
Please make sure your eyes are level with my eyes so I can see you.
Since the camera was mounted in the robot's eye, we needed to make sure the
users eyes were level with the robot's so it could get a good view. It also made it seem like
the robot was able to see the user, further anthropomorphizing the interaction.
Please step back a little, so I can see you better.
We further positioned the user for optimal capture, if the robot sensed the user
was too close, it told them to move back. The robot repeated this phrase until the user
moved further than o.8 meters from the robot (detected by an ultrasonic distance sensor).
When the user moved to the correct distance, the interaction continued.
I am going to ask you some questions
When you are finished speaking
Press the green button
If you would like to hear me again
Press the red button
This blurb prepped the user for the interview section of the interaction. It
informed the user that it would be asking them questions and instructed them how to
interact with the robot. It also made it clear the robot could repeat questions on the user's
request. It was found that users sometimes needed to be prompted again to complete the
interaction properly.
How are you?
What's your name?
Where are you from?
These questions were asked to establish an initial interaction with the user and to
make sure they understood the red and greed button input paradigm. Asking the user how
they were was a normal way to start a conversation. We also wanted to capture their name
and where they were from so we could potentially ask the user questions at a later date.
Why are you here?
This was a very broad question which could be responded to in several ways. It
could be interpreted as "why are you in the area you are in now" or as in something such
as "why are you in this state". Keeping the question broad allowed us to see what type of
information the user was most likely to share.
What do you think about the lab?
Our initial tests were conducted within the Media Lab. We wanted to see what the
user would tell us about the lab. We could then see how this changed based on other
parameters.
Can you take me to your favorite place?
When we are there press the green button.
Since one of the system goals was to move the robot by leveraging human
mobility, we integrated this action into a question. This also allowed the robot to capture
more footage of the area for the documentary.
Can you tell me about this place?
This question was asked in order to elicit a story out of the user. We wanted them
to either tell the robot a personal story about the area or tell it about what was currently
happening.
Thank you for answering my questions
If there is someone else I can talk to
Bring me to them then press the green button
Otherwise press the red button and put me back down
This gives the user an option, either bring the robot to a friend to continue
interaction or the release the robot back. Either way, the robot would roam through a new
area since we asked the user to bring the robot somewhere interesting. This ends the first
script.
The second script was conceived as pseudo two-way communication. We also
added more personality to the robot, trying not to issue commands. We used lessons
learned from the first script and incorporated them into the second.
I need help
If you can help me
Press the green button on the side of my head
Same start as the last script, kept for its succinct nature and successful testing.
Hi! My name's Boxie, I'm from the Media Lab and I'm making a movie about
MIT! This movie will be featured on the Media Lab website.
On the side of my head are buttons so you can give me instructions. If you would
like to be part of the movie, press the green button. If you want me to go away,
press the red button.
This section differs greatly from the previous script. First, the robots name was
introduced, creating a connection with the user. It also gave the users a name to call the
robot during interaction if they wanted to address it. The robot then explained where it
was from and what it was doing. This lowered suspicions that the robot may be a harmful
agent. It also motivated the user to interact with the robot further. It then explained what
it will be doing with the movie it was making, thus completely notifying the user of its
intentions. It then went on to explain the button input paradigm and explained the
current options to the user. The user then had a clear choice, either be in the robot's
movie, or command the robot to move along. This was an important step to give the user
empowerment over the robot. We discovered from the first simple script, that the users
would be wary of the robot's intentions and wanted to be able to send the robot away if
desired. By spelling out the robot's goals, we completely informed the users of what would
happen and why the robot was there. If the user decides to continue, they move on to the
next section.
Awesome! We're going to have so much fun!
I'm really short, can you put me on a table or hold me so I can see you?
We acknowledged that the user wishes to continue by assuring them that
continued interaction will be fun. This was important as it established two-way
communication, a direct response to the button press indicating a continuing interaction.
We implemented "small talk" for an informal conversation... that is, that the robot would
use predictable responses that the user might expect from the conversation. These
predictable "thanks" and "cool" responses are common in trustworthy human
conversation [22-23]. We then asked the user to pick up the robot. We learned from the
previous script that some users would give up if they could not specifically find a "table",
even with other places such as bookshelves to place the robot upon. Therefore, we
expanded the options to placing the robot on a table or holding it. We also informed the
user why they were picking the robot up. The robot self-described itself as short and told
the user it needed to see them, so if the user could not find a table or hold the robot they
would understand the intent of the instruction. Indeed, in testing, some people opted to
squat, kneel or lay down with the robot in order to be on its level.
That's better, thanks! Can you make sure your eyes are level with mine?
I need to see you well so I can put you in my movie.
We then thanked the user for their effort and made it seem like it was a relief to
the robot. The robot then asked the user to position their eyes level with the camera. We
then explained that this was to see them properly for the movie. Again, making it very
clear what the intention of this action was and providing a two-way interaction,
You're too close, it's hard to see you and it's freaking me out.
Can you move back a bit please?
If the sensor detected the user as too close to the camera, we asked them to move
back. Here we used humor as a method to encourage compliance. After the user moves to
the specified distance, the interaction continues. It was ensured at this point that the
robot had a clear view of the person.
I am going to start asking you some questions to put in my movie.
Let me know when you are done talking by pressing the green button on the
side of my head.
If you don't understand me, you can press the red button and I will say it again.
*clears throat*
What's your name?
This is where the interviewing session began. The robot reminded the user that the
questions they were about to be asked would be in the robot's movie. The robot also
reminded the user of the interaction paradigm involving the button input. The tests with
the first script showed that there was confusion if the instructions were only given once as
a command. The conversational method employed here reinforced the instructions given
earlier. The clearing of the throat sound added a bit of comic relief to the serious series of
instructions. It also served as a mechanism to break up the question from the instructions.
The robot then proceeded to ask the user their name, waiting for the green button to be
pressed.
I'm trying to see what everyone does around here, can you tell me what you do
here?
This questions shows a sharp contrast from the last set's "Why are you here?"
question. The robot first stated why it is about to ask the proceeding question, then asks
it. This gave the user some background as to why what they are about to answer is
important. It also motivated the user to give more in-depth answers. The question was
made more specific, asking "what you do here" rather than "why you are here". This also is
a strategy to attempt to get the user to provide an in-depth answer to the question.
Neat! What other things would you like to tell people about yourself?
The robot answers the last question with a "Neat!" This showed the user that the
robot was listening and that their answers were important. This question gave the user an
opportunity to tell the robot broad and unspecified thing about themselves.
That's really cool! I'd like to take a look around, can you take me somewhere
interesting?
Press the green button when we are there so I know to start paying attention,
you can tell me about things on the way.
The robot showed its appreciation for the last response before asking the user to
perform another action. This question differs from the "take me to your favorite place" as
it was a little more broad, asking the user to take it "somewhere interesting". This did not
assume the user had a favorite place, but rather could find somewhere "interesting". The
robot also reminded the user to press the green button so it could "start paying attention".
This was to inform the user that they need to remember to press the button or the robot
may ignore them. It also informed the user that they could talk along the way, thereby
reminding them that the robot would still be recording.
Wow, good choice, this place is neat, I'd love to put it in my movie!
What goes on here? Can you show me around?
Press the green button to let me know when we're done walking around.
We rewarded the user for bringing the robot to somewhere new and reminded the
user that it would be in the robot's movie. The robot then asked to be shown the area and
for the user to describe what was going in there, acting like a reporter. The questions also
imply that the user should hold the robot and move it around. Another reminder about
the green button was given.
That was all right, but I think my movie needs something really special. Do you
know any cool dance moves?
I'll put on some music so you can rock out.
Move far back from me so I don't get hit by your awesome moves.
I'm only going to play it for 30 seconds, so dance fast!
(pause)
Push the green button to continue.
It was decided that the robot should try to get the user to do something that they
would not ordinarily do. If they complete this action, we would know that they had
completely followed the robot's goals. It was found that dancing for the robot would fulfill
these requirements. Dancing was something that would not ordinarily be done in the
places the robot traveled. Dancing was also a personal activity that has the possible
outcome of being embarrassing. Dancing also made for interesting video footage. First we
told the user that what they had done before was ok, but what they were about to do next
would be really special. We asked the user to make sure they are far away from the robot,
so they don't hit it and so they are far enough away from the camera to see the user's
entire body. We also informed the user that they would only have to dance for 30 seconds.
Here we go!
(pause)
*music*
The robot waits for a bit, encourages the user, waits some more then begins
playing music.
Wow, that was AWESOME! You've been great, thanks so much for helping me
out with my movie! Can you tell me your e-mail address so I can keep you
updated about the movie?
We make sure that we thanked the person for their hard dance work. The robot
then asked the user for an e-mail address for possible contact later.
Thanks, You can set me down and press the red button so I can roll around and
find more interesting things to film, or you can give me to a friend and press the
green button so I can talk with them. Thanks again, you're the best!
This is much like the end of the first script, asking the user to give the robot to a
friend or put it down. We thank the user and end the interaction.

Chapter 4
System Design
4.1 Mechanical Design
4.1.1 Overall Mechanical Considerations
The mechanical design and interaction design were closely tied. The success of the
robot's interaction was contingent on a well planned and executed mechanical design. The
weight of the robot was constrained by the interaction, since we would be asking users to
pick up and carry the robot. Lower weight also allowed the motors to work more
efficiently, which saved power consumption and allowed to robot to rove for longer
periods of time. We based our weight goal on the weight of a heavy laptop, approximately
7 pounds. To achieve this, we considered the heaviest parts of the robot, those parts being
the chassis, casing and battery. In the design of the chassis and shell, we focused on
finding the lightest and most robust material that would still be aesthetically pleasing.
Size was also considered an important factor. We did not want it to be so small that it
would lose itself under materials in the environment and we did not want it so big that
carrying it around would be unwieldy. The size of a large cat was chosen as one that would
fit with these requirements.
Users were anxious to pick up a robot that looks fragile. If they are afraid that their
interaction will harm the robot, they are less likely to carry out those interactions.
Furthermore, since the robot was released unattended, there was a high possibility that
the robot would be in situations where it would be put under stress. Some of these
situations included being dropped after being picked up or having something fall on the
robot. Because of this, robustness and reparability of components was taken under
consideration. If a user interacts with a device and finds it to be poorly made or not
robust, they lose confidence in the system and are less likely to continue interaction.
4.1.2 Chassis
The chassis includes the treads and base plate that supports the robot. We decided
to use treads in lieu of wheels because they are more robust, easily climb over obstacles
and provide a flat surface for a user to hold the robot by. The treads, motors, sprockets,
idlers and tread panels were acquired from Lynxmotion, a company specializing in
components for small robots. The treads were made from interlinking pads and had a
width of 2 inches and a pitch of 1.07 inches. The pads were molded from polypropylene
and rubber which had a Shore A hardness of 45, providing a very wear resistant surface.
Twenty one pads link together using twenty one Delrin rods which slide between the
interlocking hinges of the pads to create a pivot point. Since Delrin is a self lubricating
polymer, we did not have to worry about excess friction or greasing the joints. Each rod
was held into place by two black nylon snap rivets (see Figure 4.1). Fully assembled, each
track had a linear length of approximately 23 inches (with slack from the hinge points).
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Figure 4.1: Close-up of assembled track
The drive system was completely contained within each tread mechanism. The
robot moved by the skid steer method. Skid steer uses the differential speed of each tread
to steer, i.e. if the robot wanted to turn left it would slow down the left tread to "skid" that
tread and turn left. Since the robot used skid steer, there were no complex steering
mechanisms required. This kept weight and possible points of failure to a minimum. The
tread was wrapped around three sprockets and six nylon idlers. The top sprocket in the
triangular tread system was the drive sprocket, which was directly coupled to the gear
motor. The other two sprockets acted as idlers; they were connected to the chassis with
roller ball bearings. These idlers had teeth to engage with the tread and keep it tracking
properly. Six nylon idlers provided extra support, however these did not engage the tread.
There were six hex standoffs which coupled together the two laser cut acrylic side panels.
These side panels were what held the mechanism together and provided mounting points
for the base plate. The bearings from the sprocket idlers and the hex standoffs went to the
side panel and the hex standoffs were secured with hex head screws. The hex standoffs
provided the support for the panels which in turn provide support for the components.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the drive system with the front plate removed.
Figure 4.2: Side view of tread drive system internals, showing individual
components (note:front plate is removed in order to see internals).
The base plate provided the structural support for the robot. The mechanical stress
of the robot in operation was transmitted to this plate. The plate consisted of two laser cut
acrylic panels. The panels were designed in SolidWorks and converted to 2D CAD
drawings (see Figure 4.3). The panels were fastened to the treads by way of rectangular
aluminum bars with holes tapped in them. The top panel was then connected to the
bottom panel by way of hex standoffs. Each base plate also had right angle clips mounted
on their periphery. These clips allowed the shell to be mounted to the chassis. This
interconnection of components made for a stiff and sturdy base for the rest of the robot to
be built off of. Figure 4.4 shows a close-up view of the attachment points. Figure 4.5 shows
a top view of a fully assembled chassis (less the electronics).
Figure 4.3: SolidWorks drawing of plate, later converted into a 2D rendering.
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Figure 4.4: Rear close-up view of base plate attachment points.
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Figure 4-5: Top view of robot treads and base plate showing fully assembled chassis.
The base plate also housed the accelerometer, power regulator, audio amplifier
and battery. The accelerometer was mounted on the base plate because of its rigidity and
its close coupling to the drive system. The battery was placed here to lower the center of
gravity of the robot which made it more stable. Figure 4.6 shows the components
mounted on the base plate.
Figure 4.6: Battery, power regulator and audio amp mounted on the base plate. The
accelerometer is located on the opposite side (not pictured).
4.1.3 Shell
The construction of the shell of the robot was one of constant evolution. This was
due to the fact that the mechanical design of the shell and the interaction design of the
robot were closely tied (see section 3.1.3 for design considerations). However, since the
minimal size of the head was contingent upon the components that needed to be put
inside, the first step was to determine the minimal dimensions. The minimal dimension
was determined by the largest component in the head, the camera. The dimensions of the
camera were 3.94 inches high by 1.97 wide by o.66 inches deep. Since the lens of the
camera needed to be in the center of the robot's eye, we were able to determine the
position of and model the camera into a head which fit both our design specifications and
the specifications of the camera (see Figure 4.7).
Figure 4.7: Transparent model close-up of camera mounted behind eye socket. The
height of the camera informed the minimal height of the head.
After having this rough head design, we considered the other components which
would have to be mounted in the shell. The components in the shell included two push
buttons, the control panel, an ultrasonic distance sensor, a passive infrared sensor, an
infrared distance sensor, and a speaker.
The head housed the camera, control plate, ultrasonic distance sensor, and push
buttons. The control panel had the microprocessor, mp3 player, wifi transceiver and
power bus (including a fuse and main power cutoff) on it. It was decided that the buttons
would be put on the sides of the head. Each button (one red and one green) was put on
one side behind a superficial ear. The ears added another element of anthropomorphism
and also protected the buttons from accidental presses. Holes for the buttons were laser
cut along with the panels and the buttons were held in by a retaining ring from the inside.
In this way, the button tops were flush with the side of the robot. The camera was
mounted by connecting a %"-20 screw through a slot in the base of the head into the
camera's tripod mount. This allowed the camera to be securely attached while still being
adjustable. It was important that the camera was securely mounted to avoid it shifting
when the robot was handled. The ultrasonic sensor needed a clear view of the terrain
ahead to properly path-plan. The best place to mount the sensor, which did not interrupt
the aesthetic qualities of the head, was in the center of the other eye. This was also an
optimal location to measure the distance to the user during video capture. The control
panel rested on the bottom of the head with wires snaking through an opening into the
base of the robot. The back of the head had a hole cut in it covered with a panel and
attached with Velcro. This allowed for us to gain easy access in order to download the
video from the robot, update the sound files, turn the robot on and off and perform
maintenance. Figure 4.8 shows the mounting positions of the major components in the
head.
Figure 4.8: Transparent view of head showing mounting positions of major
components.
On the front of the base of the shell, a plurality of devices were attached. These
devices included a passive infrared sensor, hence an infrared distance sensor, and a
speaker. The PIR sensor itself had a wide field of view, this would produce errors if the
sensor saw something outside its designated sensing radius. To narrow down the sensing
field of the device, it was mounted recessed in the base of the shell. By doing this, the head
would block errant heat signals from above and the sides of the recessed hole would
narrow the detection radius. It was essential to keep false body heat readings to a
minimum to increase the efficiency of the person finding algorithms. The mounting of the
IR distance sensor also required care. It was essential that this sensor see both a portion of
what was ahead and the ground below the robot. Therefore, the sensor was mounted at
such an angle that it would see approximately 4 inches past the tip of the treads (see
Figure 4.9). This was done by mounting the sensor and testing the detection range
while making the appropriate adjustments.
Figure 4.9: IR distance sensor shown tilted.
The compact oval dynamic speaker needed to be mounted inside the shell for
protection, however since the sound needed to be projected forward, a grille was cut in
the shell. The speaker was mounted firmly with four screws, which was needed in order to
get the greatest sound amplitude from the resonance of the box. The speaker had to be
mounted facing forward to make it appear as if the sound of the robot was coming from
the side that had its mouth. Figure 4.10 shows the major components in the base of the
shell.
Figure 4.io: Transparent front view of robot base showing major components.
After choosing the final shell appearance in the interaction design phase and
knowing where all the internal devices would be mounted, prototypes were produced. The
intended final shell was made out of translucent white acrylic. The laser cut acrylic panels
were held together by right angle clips and hex head screws (see Figure 4.n). However, as
discussed in section 3.1-3, this design was found to not be pleasing. The material did not
look "friendly" and the screws connected to the clips around the material were not
aesthetically pleasing.
Right Angle Clip
Figure 4.ni: Transparent view of head showing right angle clip positions.
It was then realized that the cardboard construction we had been prototyping with
was very pleasing and had a familiar and friendly feel to it. At that point it was decided to
investigate techniques to fabricate a robot shell out of cardboard.
The first and most obvious place to look for robust construction with cardboard
was in box design. Corrugated cardboard boxes are surprisingly robust. A quick survey of
boxes around the lab showed that small boxes could hold in excess of 6o pounds and had
a crush strength in excess of ioo pounds. Most boxes are assembled by cutting slots out of
cardboard creating flaps which get glued back onto the box (see Figure 2.1).
Figure 4.2: Typical cardboard box construction [24].
To convert our previous prototypes into sturdy boxes, tabs were extended from the
perimeter plates. The tabs were made slightly longer than necessary to accommodate
bend radius when the tab was folded over (see Figure 4.13). Each tab folded over onto a
plate with no tabs and was glued there. Different adhesives were investigated including
wet mount kraft packing tape and VHB pressure sensitive adhesive by 3 M. After several
strength tests it was concluded that the easiest and most reliable bond between the
cardboard flaps and the plate was high temperature hot glue. The cardboard material
would fail before the hot glue, indicating that the bond was stronger than the material.
Hot glue also allowed for a few seconds of working time before the bond was permanent.
This was important to allow for slight adjustments in fit.
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Figure 4.13: Tab design in SolidWorks.
After final CAD designs were completed, the panels were fabricated. We used
cardboard sheets which were cut in a laser cutter. We chose 200#/ECT-32 corrugated, with
C flute. The strength of this cardboard is high with a high edge crush test number. The C
type flutes were compact enough to allow for easy and clean bending of the material. This
particular cardboard cut cleanly with the laser cutter with minimal smoke. To laser cut the
SolidWorks designs, we panelized them into dxf files and opened in Corel Draw. Corel
Draw is the software package used to layout and print on the laser cutter. The panels were
then cut and verified by dry fitting (see Figure 4.14).
Figure 4.14: Laser cut robot pieces.
After dry fitting the components to check for fit, the panels were assembled into
their modules. All the modules which required glue were assembled first. The modules
that were attached with screws were assembled later. Figure 4.15 shows a fully assembled
head module. Notice the tabs attached to a central plate. The design shown in this picture
is nut full assembled, the tabs on the side attach to a plate beneath creating a box.
Figure 4.15: Assembled head module.
The final assembly was extremely robust - in fact it was found to be stronger than
the acrylic base plate, since the cardboard was able to recover from impact. Figure 4.16
shows a piece of the base plate broken off from an impact. The right angle clip was
attached to the cardboard shell. Note that the shell was unharmed while the base plate
shattered.
Figure 4.16: Broken attachment point from base plate.
Figure 4.17 shows the final robot mechanical assembly.
Figure 4.17: Fully assembled robot.
4.2 Electrical Design
4.2.1 Electrical System Block Diagram
Analog Sensors
Accelerometer
x
Digital Sensors
PIR Sensor
Figure 4.18: Electrical system block diagram.
4.2.2 Logic
The main microcontroller chosen for the robot was the ATMega128o from Atmel,
on the Arduino Mega development board. This board was chosen for its proven hardware
design and the features available on the ATMega128o. The ATMega128o is an 8 bit RISC
architecture microcontroller, which is capable of up to 16 MIPS at 16 MHz. [25]. The
Arduino Mega has many of the AVR microcontroller's pins broken out and also features an
onboard USB to serial circuit and power regulation. This robust hardware allowed the
development of the robot to progress quickly. The pins broken out included PWM
channels, four UART modules, dozens of digital I/O and sixteen analog inputs (see Figure
4.19). Since the robot would be using a plurality of sensors and several devices requiring
bi-directional serial control, the large number or UARTs and analog inputs were needed.
The board also included a boot loader supporting the gcc library, which allowed us to
write standard C code and easily write API libraries for the various peripherals on the
robot (see section 4.3.1 for more information).
Figure 4.19: Arduino Mega Development Board
4.2-3 Sensing
The sensors for the robot were carefully chosen to be robust and low-cost. We
wanted to be able to sense all that was needed to acquire and engage with a human in a
minimal way. The sensors chosen for implementation included a three axis accelerometer,
infrared distance sensor, ultrasonic distance sensor and a passive infrared sensor.
The robot needed to sense things such as obstacles, being picked up and rough
handling. This was done in two ways; one of the methods was leveraging internal sensing.
This was accomplished with a three axis accelerometer. As low cost and reliability were
concerns, the MMA726oQ3 three axis accelerometer evaluation-board from Freescale
semiconductor was chosen. The sensor features a low power shut down mode and a high
sensitivity output with selectable ranges (±1.5, 2, 4, and 6g) [26]. The output is radiometric
based on a 3.3 volt power supply. The device was filtered through ik resistors and o.iuF
capacitors, this filtered out the excess noise from the sensor. The sensor was also hard
wired at 6g sensitivity, since the robot would need to measure full range. The sensor was
firmly affixed to the base plate to get the best readings (see Figure 4.20). Figure 4.20 also
shows the interconnect method employed internally. Custom connectors were made from
o.1" spaced header which mated with female headers on the various daughter boards,
these connections were then glued to keep them in place. This allowed for reliable and
organized internal wiring.
Figure 4.20: Accelerometer board mounted onto base plate.
The robot needed to know when it was approaching a drop-off point (such as a set
of stairs or a table edge) and when it was being picked up. To sense these conditions, a
Sharp GP2YoA21YK infrared distance sensor was employed. The sensor uses triangulation
calculations with IR light and produces an analog voltage of 3 .1V at iocm to o.4V at 8ocm
[27]. The front of the sensor contains an infrared emitter and receiver which needed a
clear view of the ground (see Figure 4.21). The sensor needed to be mounted at an angle
which put the sensing plane about 2-3 inches in front of the tip of the treads. This would
allow the robot to sense a fall-off condition with time to stop (see Figure 4.22). This angle
also allowed the robot to tell when it was picked up or placed back down. This was done
by determining if the robot was moving, if it was not and the distance to the floor
changed, it could be inferred that the robot was picked up. If after this state the distance
one again normalized, it could be inferred that the robot was put on a surface. Care had to
be taken with this sensor as its input was inherently noisy and had to be filtered in
software.
Lens
Figure 4.21: Front view of infrared distance sensor.
Figure 4.22: Sensing plane of the infrared distance sensor.
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For overall navigation and obstacle avoidance, an ultrasonic distance sensor was
used. The XL-MaxSonar-EZo from Maxbotics was chosen for its high stability and high
acoustic output. The sensor had a ioomS (1o Hz) refresh rate and a 25 foot range with a
calibrated beam angle of 3o degrees. It also featured auto calibration on the fly and
support for zero range detection. The output of the device could be RS-2 32, PWM and
analog voltage with the distance determined by (Vcc/1024) / cm [28]. This high stability
and accurate ranging allowed for simple and effective navigation algorithms. The module
was small with a low current draw, which allowed it to be placed in the head of the robot
(see Figure 4.23). The eye was chosen as the best mounting place since it would allow the
sensor to have an unobstructed view of the area in front of it (see Figure 4.24). This
mounting configuration was also ideal to sense the user's distance from the camera. If the
user was too close, the robot would ask them to back away to get a better shot with the
camera.
Figure 4.23: Ultrasonic rangefinder.
Figure 4.24: Rendering of the ultrasonic rangefinder mounted behind an eye.
The robot needed to sense the presence of people in order to interact with them.
To accomplish this, a passive infrared sensor was employed to detect body heat. The
sensor chosen was Zilog's ePIR, which is a motion-detecting single-board computer. The
board features a Z8 Encore! XP MCU and a Murata passive infrared (PIR) sensor. The
sensor is shielded by a Fresnel lens (see Figure 4.25). The Z8 MCU performs statistical
processing methods in order to produce reliable person detection signals. The module has
a 2.7-3 .6VDC operating voltage with a typical current draw of 8.9mA. The sensor features
a 5 by 5 meter 6o degree detection pattern. The dynamic PIR sensor stabilization
minimizes power-on time and increases accuracy while being temperature stable. The
module is configured through asynchronous rs-232 serial at 96oo baud (8-N-i) for further
configuration options [29]. This module was mounted on the front of the robot, with its
view angle restricted to reduce false positives.
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Figure 4.25: Close-up of ePIR passive infrared sensor.
4.2.4 Camera
The most important input capture device of the robot is the camera. The camera
recorded both high-definition 72Op video and audio of the interactions. It was also what
provided the footage for the end product of the robot, the video. There are many large and
expensive development kits for HD camera modules on the market. However, we took a
different approach and chose to modify an existing camera module. The camera we chose
was the Mino HD camera from Flip Video (owned by Cisco). The camera featured a high
quality camera module, memory and battery life supporting 2 hours of video capture and
integrated microphones (see Figure 4.26).
Microphone
Figure 4.26: The flip cam Mino HD.
In order to leverage the power of this camera, we needed to connect to its control
board. To do this we soldered wires to test pads found on the main board. These test
points provided logic level access to the record button, the power button, USB power and
USB data lines (see Figure 4.27). Wires were soldered to these lines and interfaced directly
to the digital ports on the microcontroller. The USB data and power lines were broken out
to a USB cable in order to facilitate the download of video data.
Record
Figure 4.27: Flip cam control board, showing test point connections.
Lens
The video quality of this camera is superb; good footage capture leads to a better
end video. The video is captured at 30 frames per second (constant frame rate, progressive
scan H.264 video compression, AAC audio compression in the MP4 file format. Bit rate is
variable at 9.oMbps based on an auto-adaptive algorithm. Automatic white balance and
black level calibration with automatic exposure control with dynamic exposure
compensation. The lens is fixed focus (o.8m to infinity) at an aperture of f/2. 4 [30]. This
provides excellent low light capabilities; this is important due to the variable light nature
of the environments the robot encountered (see Figure 4.28). Since we know the
minimum focus distance is at o.8m, we know the minimum distance we need to ensure
the user is standing within focus distance from the camera during capture.
Figure 4.28: Example of a video frame grab from the robot, in a low light condition.
4.2-5 Communications
The robot required two way wireless communications for data logging, location
reporting, and control. Wireless LAN was chosen for its ubiquitous nature, reliability and
fast communication speeds. To connect to a wireless network from the microcontroller
the WiFly GSX (RN-i 31G) network module from Roving Networks was chosen. This
module is a complete low power (ioo mWatts) TCP/IP solution ready for surface
mounting including a chip antenna (see Figure 4.29). The module consisted of a 2.4 GHz
radio (8o2.nb/g), processor, TCP/IP stack, real-time clock, crypto accelerator, power
management and analog sensor interfaces. The radio had an effective range of up to 330
feet, 1oo meters [311. The throughput of the device is a nominal 4 Mbps with TCP/IP, this
is far above the requirements for this application. The module was connected to the
microcontroller through a UART to SPI bridge. This configuration allowed for a faster
board level communication speed.
Figure 4.29: Close-up of wifi module RN-i3iGX.
The robot also utilized ZigBee communications based on the IEEE 802.15.4
protocols. We utilized the NoNo badge platform developed by Nan-Wei Gong as the
ZigBee communication module [321. The robot used this ZigBee protocol to talk to the
Ubiquitous Sensor Nodes placed around the Media Lab. The module would send out a
unique ID, pinging the nodes as the robot passed by them. Using RSSI information and
other methods, the system can determine which node the robot is closest to. Using the
information sent by the ZigBee module, we were able to track the robot and capture 3 rd
person views from the nodes. In this way, we could leverage the robot as an agent for the
system.
ZigBee
Figure 4.30: ZigBee chip circled in red on the NoNo badge carrier board, used in the
robot.
Figure 4.31: ZigBee receiver circuitry on carrier board of a wall mounted portal.
4.2.6 Output
The voice of the robot was recorded as series of MP3 files and edited into blocks.
Each one of these blocks were assigned a unique file name and placed on a microSD card.
Each block corresponded to a particular part of the robot's script. The file naming
convention allowed each file to be individually played by the robot. The board used to
play the MP3 files was the MP3 trigger by robertsonics and sparkfun (see Figure 4.32). The
board used a Cypress PSoC CY8C29 466-24SXI microcontroller and a VLSI VS1053 audio
codec; the microcontroller read the MP3 files from the microSD card. The board accepted
a 4.5 to 12v input and consumes 45mA idle, 85mA playing. The board was controlled
through an SPI interface from the microcontroller and output line level audio [331. This
board was then connected to an audio amplifier, which in turn was connected to the
robot's speaker.
Figure 4.32: MP3 trigger board, used to output the robot's voice.
4.2.7 Locomotion
The robot's motors were controlled by a dual channel H-Bridge chip, the
TB6612FNG. This chip supported a motor voltage of 12V while handling 1.2 amp average
and 3.2 amp peak draw currents per channel (with thermal shutdown protection). The
motor could be put into clockwise, counterclockwise, short break and stop conditions
[341. The chip was controlled by a PWM line from the microcontroller, along with lock
lines to control motor direction and stop conditions.
4.2.8 Power
Power was a major concern, since we wanted the robot to be able to rove around
for extended periods. We also needed to keep the weight of the robot down to a minimum
to enable users to easily carry it. The only type of battery that would allow for a high
power density and low weight while also supplying the correct voltage was lithium
polymer. The battery used was the Thunder Power 5 0oomAh LiPoly Triple Cell 3S n.1iV.
This battery was connected through a 3A fuse to a master power switch mounted inside
the robot's back panel. This switch fed a distribution block, which in turn fed the power to
the components.
4-3 Software Design
4-3.1 Firmware
The firmware of the robot consisted of driver libraries for the various peripherals
and code to control the interaction and behavior of the robot. The behavior of the robot
was controlled by scripting within the code. The hardware interfaces are abstracted from
the scripting code. The firmware executed setup and configuration commands, then ran in
a master loop (see Figure 4.33). This loop was not terminated until the robot was powered
down. The main loop completed a cycle every few milliseconds.
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Figure 4.33: Typical master loop in the robot's firmware.
When the robot was powered on, a sequence of configuration and start up
commands were executed. First the USB UART was set up at a rate of u5200 baud. This
allowed a terminal to connect to the robot to issue debug commands. Next the peripherals
were set up. Each required a specific set up sequence to work properly. Setup sequences
generally consisted of setting up the proper pins and communication protocols. After the
start up sequence, the robot waits to receive input through the USB port. It does this to
allow an operator to open up a command line interface for debugging purposes. If no
input is detected, the microcontroller proceeds to the master loop.
The master update function updated time sensitive routines within objects in the
code. This included updating the command line interface, the wifi transmission code and
the mp3 player status. The first task the loop performs is to send out a packet through wifi
to the server. The packet contains the start of packet and end of packet delimiters, timing
information, the status of the robot sensors, the status of the camera and the current
interaction state. This packet is sent to the server and recorded for later analysis and to
observe the current state of the robot remotely. The packet structure is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Data packet structure.
Datum Byte Content
number length
0 1 Start of packet delimiter
1 4 Number of master loop cycles since reboot
2 4 Number of milliseconds since reboot
3 2 Current reading from the ultrasonic rangefinder in cm
4 2 Current reading from the infrared distance sensor, in raw ADC value
5 2 Current state of the PIR sensor
6 2 Current raw value of the accelerometer's X axis
7 2 Current raw value of the accelerometer's Y axis
8 2 Current raw value of the accelerometer's Z axis
9 2 Current state of the green button
10 2 Current state of the red button
11 2 Current power state of the camera
12 2 Current recording state of the camera
13 2 Current script question number
14 2 Current program mode
15 1 End of packet delimiter
The scripting routine was run at the current interaction level. Scripting controlled
the robot's speech, interaction patterns, camera control and motor control. The first level
of the scripting was comprised of human finding routines. Within these routines, the
robot attempted to find a human and elicit their help. It did this by controlling the motors
and reading the PIR sensor and ultrasonic sensor. The robot roved forward until it
approached an object. Once there it performed one of two actions, it acted confused and
tried to move away, or intentionally got stuck. If the routine detected body heat within
that time, or someone grabbed the robot and moved it, the robot stopped movement and
asked the human for help. If the human agreed and pressed the red button, the scripting
moved on to the interaction phase. If the human did not press the button, the routine
timed out and began the human acquisition process again. If the interaction continued,
the robot enters the interaction script routine (see section 3.2.2 "scripting" for a detailed
analysis of the script) and started recording. The camera control routine contained the
necessary timing and output state to properly simulate the buttons on the camera being
pressed. If the human left the robot mid-interaction, the routine timed out, exited the
script and began the acquisition process again. During the interaction script, the robot
activated the camera to record the interaction.
4-3-2 Server and Video Network
The robot communicated with a central data server to record its interactions and
with the Ubiquitous Media Network Portals if within range. The robot data and control
server (roboCon or robot control server) took the data packet from the robot over wifi,
processed it and recorded a CSV file for later analysis (see Table 4.1 for the data packet
contents and structure). This was accomplished through both processing on the
microcontroller and processing on the server (see Figure 4.34).
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Figure 4.34: Data logging process.
The log file contained data sent from the robot ever 250 milliseconds (4 times per
second) (see Figure 4.35). This provided enough resolution to gather data from the sensors
without saturating the network or bogging down the microcontroller. The Ubiquitous
Media Network tracked the robot and recorded its path in a CSV file on a central server
(see Figure 4.36). This CSV file contained a time stamp along with the node ID of the node
which the robot was closest to. This node ID could be matched with a node map in order
to approximate the robot's location (see Figure 4.37). This data was used for later analysis
and evaluation of the system. It also provided a method with which to extract the video
form the node closest to the robot. This tracking provided a 3 person view of interactions
which occurred close to a node. Figure 4.38 shows a frame from a video stored on the
server, captured from a 3P person view. The system was able to track the robot and
produce media from that view from the data captured.
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2010,4,20,16,11,32,, 53,13500,145,283,1,364,347,538,1,1,0,0,0,1, ,
2010,4,20,16,11,32,, 54,13750,138,279,1,357,362,508,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
2010,4,20,16,11,32,, 55,14000,134,277,1,286,328,493,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
2010,4,20,16,11,33,, 56,14251,128,271,1,364,307,523,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
2010,4,20,16,11,33,, 57,14500,118,269,1,338,348,490,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
2010,4,20,16,11,33,, 58,14751,113,262,1,310,343,521,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
2010,4,20,16,11,34,, 60,15250,101,271,1,329,352,498,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
2010,4,20,16,11,34,, 61,15500,94,270,1,291,325,503,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
2010,4,20,16,11,34,, 62,15751,91,273,1,331,357,511,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
2010,4,20,16,11,34,, 63,16000,81,267,1,351,343,515,1,1,0,0,0,1, 
_
2010,4,20,16,11,35,, 64,16250,78,274,1,352,362,525,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
2010,4,20,16,11,35,, 65,16500,78,268,1,336,367,565,1,1,0,0,0,1, ,
2010,4,20,16,11,35,, 66,16751,96,267,1,308,308,482,1,1,0,0,0,1, _,
Figure 4.35: Typical robot status log file snippet from the robot control server. Data
includes a time stamp, sensor status and interaction status every 250 milliseconds.
11AOD13221971BA8,C3B8,5D73,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1347626F4E8,C3B8,5D73,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1426EA72F68,C3B8,5D73,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1426F5E65CO,C3B8,5D73,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1C97ACB1C78,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1CBCEA307C8,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1CE22F5C868,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1D07785A1A8,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1D2CAE386BO,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1D51EF8BD68,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1D7730E3688,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1D9C7239450,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1DC1B3976E8,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1DE6F4F4210,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1EOC3646D1O,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1E31779DE60,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AODlE56B8F20DO,C3B8,FBEE,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1E7BFE23F30,C3B8,7B73,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1EA13F75A90,C3B8,7B73,1111,2010/04/02
11AOD1F1OF805118,C3B8,7B73,1111,2010/04/02
17:51:48.160601000
17:51:58.169249000
17:52:58.172977000
17:52:58.184984000
18:02:38.197243000
18:02:48.193837000
18:02:58.198481000
18:03:08.207129000
18:03:18.195726000
18:03:28.196337000
18:03:38.196965000
18:03:48.197586000
18:03:58.198241000
18:04:08.198890000
18:04:18.199498000
18:04:28.200124000
18:04:38.200738000
18:04:48.205406000
18:04:58.206010000
18:05:28.195871000
Figure 4.36: Typical robot tracking log file snippet from the Ubiquitous Media
Nodes. Data includes a time stamp, robot ID and closest node ID.
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Figure 4-37: Example map of node locations and IDs.
Figure 4.38: Frame grab of a 3 "d person view of an interaction. Video captured from a
wall-mounted media capture portal.
The ubiquitous media capture portals had to be set up in order to capture video.
This was done through a program that sent commands to the nodes telling them how to
configure. Configuration included aspects such as camera angle and lighting conditions.
Since there were a large number of nodes to configure, setting each one was not practical.
So a GUI was developed to set up the system for capture.
Figure 4.39 shows the fist GUI page of SPINNERcon. This page shows currently
active nodes, which can be selected and global options. "ALL NODES DISPLAY ID" causes
all nodes currently reporting to display their ID on their screens. "ALL NODES SET LED
BY LIGHT LEVEL" causes all nodes to set their onboard lights to a level proportional to
how dark their current location is. "OPEN STREAM" opens the video stream of the
currently selected node, to see its real time status. "ALL NODES TAKE PICTURE" causes
all nodes to take pictures and store those pictures on the server.
Figure 4-39: SPINNERcon GUI showing currently active nodes and options.
Figure 4.40 shows a setup page that configures the node's onboard lights to flash.
This was used as a warning to indicate that the system was about to record video.
Figure 4.40: SPINNERcon flash setup page.
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Figure 4.41 shows a setup page that configured the onboard light level. This
allowed for fine grain control of the node's light level if the automatic configuration was
off.
Figure 4.41: SPINNERcon light level setup page.
Figure 4.42 shows a setup page that configures the camera angle of the node. Each
node's camera had to be configured manually to obtain the best capture angle. This was
due to the uneven node mounting height and unknown node position on the wall.
Figure 4.42: SPINNERcon camera angle setup page.
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Chapter 5
Results and Evaluation
5.1 Evaluation
We studied the best methods and interaction scenarios with which to leverage
human interactions into the creation of stories. As it is difficult to qualitatively analyze the
quality of a story, other metrics for evaluation were chosen. Times of interaction, script
types, location of the robot vs. effectiveness and user surveys were evaluated. A metric for
"complete interaction" vs. "incomplete interaction" was formed with which to evaluate the
data with. As the robot was able to produce a subjectively entertaining and informative
story in video form, the system was deemed a subjective success. While not all of the
original goals of the system were explored, the system was able to complete the major
tasks assigned to it. Future work is discussed in the evaluation where appropriate.
5.2 Story Capture
5.2.1 Introduction
Data for evaluation was captured in several formats. These formats included data
packets from the robot during real time interaction (see section 4.3.2), length and content
of videos captured, data from the Ubiquitous Sensor Portals and user surveys. We were
able to capture 50 valid interaction events from which we could extract viable data. As the
stories gathered by the robot were in video form, it is difficult to include this data in this
thesis. However, some examples will be discussed and full interaction is shown in
Appendix A: Annotated Video Stills. We analyzed the time of interaction along with other
factors to evaluate the quality of interaction obtained.
5.2.2 Overall Interaction Time
Figure 5.1 shows the average percent of interactions (of the two script types)
captured verses the time spent interacting with the robot. The minimal amount of time to
complete the full useable interaction sequence was a little over 3 minutes. A full useable
interaction sequence was defined as interaction with the robot to the point of being a
useable narrative (over 90% question completion rate). In Figure 5.1 we can see a clear
separation between full interaction and partial interaction at the 2-5 to 3 minute mark. We
used this mark to identify the videos which were full useable interaction vs. partial
interaction. There exists a large spike of interactions which lasted for less than i minute.
The majority of these interactions were found to be, through analysis of the video and
question progression, either users pushing the button and walking away or not choosing
to continue interacting with the robot after quickly investigating it. It was found the 70%
of the interactions fell into the "partial interaction" category while 30% fell into the "full
useable interaction category". Note that it was to be expected that the number of complete
interactions would be low. This was due to the fact the complete interactions took a
disproportionally large amount of time vs. incomplete interactions. Since the time the
robot was roaming was finite, more incomplete interactions could be recorded vs. the
number of complete ones. Furthermore, complete interactions implied a full commitment
to the robot, which required more time of the participant.
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Figure 5.1: Average percentage of interaction vs. time.
5-2-3 Quality of Interactions
Figure 5.2 shows percentage of interactions vs. time for the different script types
produced. Script A consisted of simple commands while Script B tried to simulate a two-
way conversation with the user (see section 3.2.2 for more discussion). Note that in the
entry stage of the interaction the two scripts are similar. This indicated that regardless of
what the robot says, most users simply press a button and walk away. However, after
about 45 seconds, the scripts differ and fewer users abandon the robot in this period with
Script B vs. Script A. While Script A loses users quickly (most after 1.5 minutes) Script B
holds user's interest longer, losing none after 1-5 minutes of interaction until they
complete the interaction. After the 3 minute "complete interaction" threshold, Script B has
36% more users still interaction with the robot vs. Script A. Only 12% of the total users
attained "complete interaction" after starting with the robot, with Script B keeping 48%.
Script B was extremely effective for producing "complete interactions". This conclusion is
supported by Brickmore et. al who determined that "social dialogue was demonstrated to
have an effect on trust, for users with a disposition to be extroverts." [21]
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Figure 5.2: Percentage of interaction vs. time for different script types.
Figure 5.3 shows how many of the total interactions took place in which areas.
There were three types of areas; a public area was an area where everyone had access but
was not a through way for walking (i.e. an atrium but not a elevator), a private area was an
area where only people who needed to be there traveled (i.e. an office area), and a
transitional area was a public area used mostly for getting from one place to another (i.e
an elevator or hallway). This graph shows several important points. One is that while
public places had the most interaction, compared to private places the ratio of
interactions vs. complete interactions was lower (the percentage of all interactions in that
area vs. the percentage of complete interaction). In public places there was a 33.3% rate of
interaction "completeness", in private places it was 66.6% and in transitional areas it was
16.5%. Therefore, while there were fewer interactions in private places, the number of
"complete interactions" vs. total interactions was higher. This shows that private places
produce more "complete interactions" vs. total interactions, but will not capture as many
in the same amount of time. The graph also shows while transitional areas had a lot of
initial interaction, these areas did not produce many "complete" interactions. This was
due to the fact that people in those areas are moving from one place to another and may
not have time to interact with the robot (as determined by a subsequent survey).
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Figure 5-3: Percentage of interaction vs. location of interaction.
Figure 5-4 shows the percentage of total daily interactions vs. the time of the day.
Notice the spikes around lunch time and around 4pm. By observation of the lab during
these times, it was found that most social activity occurred during these periods. People
would often gather to eat lunch together and take a break around 4pm. Using this
information for this particular area, the robot was deployed between the hours n and 18.
This yielded the most interactions and was the most efficient time to gather stories.
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Figure 5.4: Percentage of daily interactions vs. time of day.
5-2.4 Ubiquitous Sensor Portal Capture
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, when in range, the robot leveraged the Ubiquitous
Sensor Portals which were deployed around the lab. The main problem encountered when
using this portal was that the interactions with the robot often did not occur in their view.
This also illustrates one of the shortcomings of a wall mounted system such as this.
However, we were able to capture some video from a 3rd person view from the portals
along with 1"e person views of the robot. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show a 3rd person view
and a i" person view of the same interaction event. These two images occur at the same
time in the same place, as indicated by the ZigBee communication packet. The videos
obtained consisted mostly of users carrying the robot to its destination rather than
capturing a full interaction event.
j
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Figure 5.5: A 3rd person view of an interaction, seen from a wall mounted sensor
portal.
Figure 5.6: A is person view from the robot.
5-3 User Survey
After running all tests with the robot, a user survey was sent out to a public
mailing list in the Media Lab. This survey asked various questions regarding the robot.
Two surveys were offered, one for those who interacted with the robot and on for those
who saw the robot but chose not to interact with it. The questions were answered on a
scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
5-3.1 Interaction Survey Results
28% of the survey participants (7 people) did not complete the full interaction with
the robot and 72% of the participants (18 people) had completed the full interaction.
There were io people who responded to the "no interaction" survey.
Question i , Figure 5.7:
"I felt compelled to help the robot"
In this question we wanted to determine if the robot successfully created a link
with the user. The majority of users who did not complete the full interaction did not feel
they needed to help the robot, while the majority of users who completed the full
interaction indicated that they did feel like they needed to help. There were a small
percentage of users who did not complete the full interaction but felt compelled to help
the robot; however they had other reasons for not completing interaction, as indicated by
the survey questions. Over 70% of the responders said they felt compelled to help the
robot. This indicated that the robot was successful in displaying helpless behavior that
prompted empathy most users.
* Question 2, Figure 5.8:
"I thought I would feel guilty if I did not help the robot"
In this question we wanted to see of the user was motivated by guilt to help the
robot. Over 6o% of the users disagreed while none strongly agreed. The users which did
not complete the full interaction tended not to feel guilt for not helping the robot. This
data may indicate that the robot needed "cuter" features to elicit guilt. Future work would
include testing different robot configurations and their effect on guilt.
* Question 3, Figure 5-9:
"I interacted with the robot because it asked for help"
In this question we wanted to determine if asking for help was an effective
interaction tactic. The data shows that 8o% of the users helped the robot because it asked
for assistance. This would seem to indicate a strong linguistic tie to the interaction.
* Question 4, Figure 5.10:
"I interacted with the robot because it looked interesting"
In this question we wanted to determine if the physical appearance of the robot
influenced interaction. 8o% of the users strongly agreed that the robot's "interestingness"
was what led them to interact with it. This supports the hypothesis that the appearance
and behavior of the robot is an important factor in user acquisition. As discussed in "How
to approach humans?: strategies for social robots to initiate interaction" a robot that
appears to engage a subject is more successful in capturing their attention [19].
* Question 5, Figure 5.11:
"I interacted with the robot because I wanted to participate in the movie"
In this question we wanted to determine if users interacted with the robot to be in
a publicized movie. Over 95% of the users did not care or did not interact with the robot
because of this. This shows that the robot itself was enough to elicit interaction without
the promise of an appearance in a movie.
e Question 6, Figure 5.12:
"I felt that the robot was using me"
In this question we wanted to determine if the robot successfully attained its goals
without leaving the user feeling "used". Over 90% of the users did not care or did not feel
that the robot was using them. This indicates a success in the interaction design of the
robot, since our goal was to not appear like we were exploiting the user. Those who did
feel like the robot was using them did not complete the full interaction. Brickmore et. al.
found that "small talk" increased trust of an agent [211. The fact that the users did not feel
that the robot was using them was an indicator of the successful nature of the social
language employed.
e Question 7, Figure 5.13:
"I felt I knew the purpose of the robot"
In this question we wanted to determine if the robot communicated its intent. The
results here were fairly even, although a large percentage of those who did not know the
purpose of the robot were those who did not complete the full interaction. The results are
fairly surprising, since the robot stated its full intention verbally after the initial
interaction. This may indicate that those who did not fully interact with the robot did not
listen to it carefully or were unclear of its intent. It was important the users knew the
intent of the robot as Cassell et al found that "the use of social language was demonstrated
to have a significant effect on users' perceptions of the agent's knowledgableness and
ability to engage users, and on their trust, credibility, and how well they felt the system
knew them, for users manifesting particular personality traits." [35]
* Question 8, Figure 5.14:
"I felt that interacting with the robot was enjoyable"
In this question we wanted to determine if the robot successfully created a link
with the user. All responses that indicated that the users who did not enjoy interacting
with the robot were from those who did not complete the full interaction. Those who
completed the full interaction found the interaction with the robot enjoyable enough to
hold their attention. This may indicate that the interaction should be tweaked to make the
interaction more enjoyable, since even though mot who completed the full interaction
agreed that it was enjoyable the majority did not strongly agree.
* Question 9, Figure 5.15:
"I felt the interaction with the robot took too long"
In this question we wanted to determine if the robot successfully created a link
with the user. Over 8o% of users agreed that the interaction took too long. The average
full interaction time was about 4-5 minutes. This indicates that this type of system can
only leverage a human for less than 4 minutes before they feel that the interaction in a
burden. Future research can explore what types of interaction may be too long and how to
effectively dynamically change the interaction scenario.
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5-3.2 Non-Interaction Survey Results
* Question i, Figure 5.16:
Why did you not interact with the robot?
"I felt that the robot was annoying"
There was a strong split between users who did not interact with the robot, where
40% agreed and 40% disagreed. This shows that the robot's level of "annoying" qualities
had more to do with user perception than the robot as there was no agreement. It is hard
to determine what will annoy some and appeal to others, as it is a matter of personal
preference.
e Question 2, Figure 5.17:
Why did you not interact with the robot?
"I felt that the robot had an ulterior motive"
Most who did not interact with the robot thought it had an "ulterior motive". This
indicates that the robot seems suspicious and untrustworthy. This does not agree with
Figure 5.12, where most users did not feel that the robot was exploiting them. This could
indicate a suspicious nature in those who chose not to interact with the robot. Further
study needs to be done to determine which features of the robot lead to this suspicion.
* Question 3, Figure 5-18:
Why did you not interact with the robot?
"I did not have time to interact with the robot"
70% of users strongly agreed that they did not have time to interact with the robot.
This is the strongest reason for non interaction found. This may be due to the user seeing
the robot in passing or having other business to attend to, not bothering to interact. There
is not much in the robot's design that can change this, as business of the user is
completely external.
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Figure 5-17: Figure 5.18:
Why did you not interact with the robot? Why did you not interact with the robot?
"I felt that the robot had an ulterior "I did not have time to interact with the
motive" robot"
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5-3-3 Other Factors
While analyzing the survey data, an unexpected and interesting trend emerged
was those who indicated partial interaction with the robot were the same as those who did
not take the time or effort to complete the survey completely (see Figure 5.19). Figure 5-19
shows the percentage of respondents who listed personal information vs. robot interaction
type. It can be clearly seen that the type of person who would interact with the robot fully
is the same type of person who would take the time to completely fill out a survey and
share personal information. Furthermore, only 28% of the survey responders were those
who partially interacted with the robot. As the robot found people randomly, and we did
not specifically recruit people for the test, our data was unbiased. This conclusion is
supported by Brickmore et. al. who found that extroverts tended to respond better to
agents who leveraged social language [21].
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Figure 5.19: Percentage of Responders Who Listed Complete Personal Information
vs. Robot Interaction.
Another interesting trend emerged, users who did not complete the full
interaction also tended to mistreat the robot. We measured how mistreated the robot was
by using simple accelerometer data. While users who reached the full interaction stage
reached an average maximum G force of 2.4, those who did not complete the interaction
fully reached an average maximum of 4.9 Gs, over twice as much (see Figure 5.20). While
2.4 Gs is within the limit of normal acceleration of the robot associated with handling a
force of 4.9 Gs indicate rough handling and a few interactions where the robot was placed
back on the ground roughly. Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22 show histograms of the different
types of interactions vs. maximum recorded G force. There is a clear split between the
interaction types. This data could be used to sense a bad interaction for either automatic
editing or for the robot to take action and try to evade this type of person.
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Figure 5.20: Average Maximum Gforce vs. User Type
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Figure 5.22: Maximum Gforcefor partial interaction users.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Summary
In this thesis we presented a method for the creation of a physical agent to
facilitate interaction and documentary gathering within a ubiquitous media framework as
a method for studying human-dependent systems. We built a robot and sent it out to
autonomously capture stories about its environment. The robot had a specific story
capture goal and leveraged humans to attain that goal. The robot gathered a 1st person
view of stories unfolding in real life. We evaluated this agent by way of determining
"complete" vs. "incomplete" interactions. "Complete" interactions were those that
generated viable and interesting videos, which could be edited together into a larger
narrative. It was found that 30% of the interactions captured were "complete" interactions.
Results suggested that changes in the system would only produce incrementally more
"complete" interactions, as external factors like natural bias or busyness of the user come
into play. The types of users who encountered the robot were fairly polar; either they
wanted to interact or did not - very few partial interactions went on for more than 1
minute. It was also determined that this type of limited-interaction system is best suited
for short-term interactions. At the end of the study, a movie was produced from the videos
captured, proving that they were viable for story-making.
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6.2 Discussion
We propose the following approaches for building a similar system in the future.
1. Keep the interaction as interesting as possible. Users are more likely to share
stories if the agent also shares back with the user.
2. Anthropomorphize the system. Create a connection with the person you are trying
to leverage. Have the agent offer them something in exchange for their interaction.
Make the agent seem like it needs the user.
3. Be transparent with the purpose of the agent. Users are prone to be skeptical about
a system that needs them but does not tell them why.
4. Try not to be annoying. There is a fine line between attempting to capture a user
and annoying them; the system is most effective just before that line.
5. Look good. The agent should look the part. It is as important a consideration as
the technology inside.
6.3 Future Work
Some of the proposed tests of the system were not able to be executed. These
include investigating a gaming type interaction, where the user participates in a game in
exchange for interaction. Interactions involving social ties should also be investigated
further, including using those ties to leverage a network of connected people. More study
needs to be conducted on how to optimize the various aspects of the robot to custom fit a
particular location and interaction scenario, as there are many variables to change.
Besides developing the agent for interaction, the ubiquitous network it was tied to
needs to be better outfit to this particular application. A denser network of sensors is
needed, along with the ability for the nodes to visually track the robot with its camera.
This would allow more of the interactions to be captured from a 3rd person view. Future
investigations could include deploying several agents into an area at once. The agents
could capture interactions from several angles and increase the probability of human
acquisition. While it was planned for our system, WiFi tracking was not yet implemented
in our building complex. With this type of tracking system in place, the robot could find
its position anywhere in the lab and adjust its interactions accordingly. For example, it
could be quieter in private places and know where it was being moved to. A system for
automatically editing the videos the robot capture could be built (much like the discussed
Laibowitz's SPINNER system [i]) since the robot carries sensors and logs activity.
io6
One problem encountered (even with careful instructions to the user and position
sensing) was that of properly placing the user in the video frame. A few videos had the
tops of user's heads cut off along with other compositional problems. Future systems
could track faces and move the camera to position the user properly in the frame.
However, upon reviewing footage, badly composed shots occurred infrequently and may
not be worth the extra complexity to fix.
6.4 Concluding Remarks
For a system to leverage a human, it first must respect them. This system
attempted to exhibit a human touch through the way it engaged users. Boxie represents a
link between system and person, which we hope will be used to augment cold systems
with some humanity in the future.
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Appendix A: Annotated Video Stills
0:04
A user discovers the robot and presses the green button signifying that they would
like to be in the robot's movie.
0:32
The user picks up the robot, moving it to a desk.
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0:52
The user places the robot on a desk and continues interaction.
1:09
The user tells the robot their name.
1:12
The user introduces the robot to their friend.
1:24
The user shows the robot the view from their office.
1:48
The user picks up the robot and shows it around their office.
2:05
The user brings the robot up a flight of stairs to show it another location.
2:21
The user explains this area and the ping pong game to the robot.
2:48
The user shows the robot to afriend and tells the robot about them.
3:08
The user puts the robot down and tries to persuade their friend to interact with the
robot.
3:16
The user dances for the robot.
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3:59
The user tells the robot their e-mail address and ends interaction.
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